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1 INTRODUCTION 

GCS commissioned iLanda Water Services CC to provide a conceptual storm water 
management plan for the Magdalena Colliery, located approximately 22km north of Dundee. 
The Colliery consists of open cast workings, underground workings, coal washing and 
processing facilities, administrative buildings and workshops. This report details the 
conceptual storm water management plan and provides the methodology used to determine 
the recommended infrastructure. 

1.1 Project objectives 

The objectives of the study are to provide a conceptual storm water management plan in 
compliance with Government Notice 704 of the South African National Water Act, Act 36 of 
1998. The main tasks of the plan are as follows: 

• Identify clean and dirty catchments. 
• Ensure that all clean storm water generated from outside the colliery does not enter 

the dirty areas more than once in 50 years on average. 
• Ensure that all dirty storm water generated from inside the colliery does not exit the 

dirty areas more than once in 50 years on average. 

2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

This study is a conceptual design and is not suitable to be used for construction purposes. 
Further work is required to produce drawings to a level of detail required for construction. 
The work that was done during this project highlighted the following key results: 

2.1 Clean and Dirty Catchment Identification and Separation 

• The Colliery is located at the base of a local escarpment. Storm water generally flows 
from west to east across the Colliery site. 

• Clean storm water is generated to the west of the Colliery. 
• Dirty storm water is generated in two catchments: 

o the discard dump and slurry dam area 
o the coal processing area, including the administration buildings and the 

workshops 
• The open cast workings at Magdalena Colliery will only be operational for one more 

year, i.e. till approximately August 2012 (personal communication with Frank Talbot). 
• The storm water management infrastructure requirements should be incorporated 

into the rehabilitation works that should follow the decommissioning of the open cast 
workings. 

• The slurry dam, discard dump (with its proposed extension), the coal washing and 
processing facilities will remain operational for the foreseeable future. Storm water 
diversion channels are required to the west of these facilities. These diversion 
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channels will divert storm water around the facilities and discharge the storm water to 
the east of the facilities. 

• Two adits to the underground workings will remain operational. These are located in 
two sections of the open cast workings. The pits and access ramps that currently 
serve the two adits will remain in place. Storm water will be directed around these 
pits. 

• Channels on flat topography are generally unlined and vegetated. However, in 
steeper sections, flow velocities will be high and erosion protection is required to 
prevent erosion in the channels. Grouted stone pitching is the recommended erosion 
protection measure. 

2.2 Dirty Storm Water Containment 

• Three storm water dams are required to contain dirty storm water runoff from the site.  
• Dirty storm water from the discard dump and slurry dam area is routed to the final 

void. The current final void has sufficient capacity  
• Dirty storm water from the coal processing area, workshops and administrative 

buildings is routed to two existing dams (Dams D1 and D2) located to the north of the 
workshops. 

• These two existing dams will need to be HDPE lined and upgraded to have 
capacities of 13 000 m3 and 6 500 m3 for Dam D1 and Dam D2 respectively. 

• Water is returned from the dams to the plant at a rate of 195 m3/day, when water is 
available. 

• Silt loads are likely to be high and silt traps have been omitted. Slurry pumps have 
been specified that can pump silt to the slurry dam. Mobile water trucks are required 
to wash the silt into a concrete sump at the low point of the dams. 

• The slurry pumps are mobile and can be lowered or raised on skids using a hand 
winch system. 

3 SCOPE OF WORK 

The scope of work is described as follows: 

• Site visit 
• Determining the site hydrology 

o Source representative rainfall and evaporation data 
o Generate IDF curves to calculate peak rainfall depths such as the 50-year, 

24-hour rainfall depth as well as for shorter durations 
o Prepare a long term daily rainfall data series 
o Prepare time series or monthly average evaporation data 

• Determining the storm water management concept 
o Regulation 704 of the National Water Act will be used as the legal framework 

guiding the storm water management plan 
o Identify clean and dirty catchments 
o Identify approximate infrastructure locations 
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• Conceptual design 
o Construct daily time step Goldsim model to simulate storm water flows 
o Locate storm water management infrastructure 
o Size storm water management infrastructure 

• Reporting 
o Produce a concise design report detailing the design intent, the conceptual 

storm water management plan, infrastructure sizes and site hydrology 
o Produce a general arrangement layout diagram showing the locations of 

storm water management infrastructure. 

3.1 Battery Limits 

The battery limits of the study are shown in Figure 1. The underground workings do not form 
part of the scope of work since surface storm water management measures will limit storm 
water ingress into the underground workings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Study battery limits 
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4 CLIMATE DATA 

4.1 Rainfall Data 

Daily rainfall data was obtained from the CCWR (Computing Centre for Water Research, 
Natal University) rainfall database and the South African Weather Service (gauge number 
0335400 – Dundee Pol). The record is a continuous daily record between 1/7/1959 and 
31/12/2009. This data was used to calculate the peak rainfall depths. The CCWR record 
contains patched data prior to 1959, with good data from 1920 to 2000. This combined with 
the South African Weather Service data created a full daily record from 1/4/1920 to 
31/12/2009. This record was used for the water balance modelling. 

The patched data was ignored for the calculation of peak rainfall figures. This was done to 
ensure that the statistics were not skewed by patched data. 

4.2 Evaporation Data 

Mean monthly evaporation data was obtained from the WR90 data series (Midgley 
et.al.1990).  

5 OVERVIEW OF FACILITIES AT MAGDALENA COLLIERY 

A number of facilities are mentioned in this report. These are shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Facilities at Magdalena Colliery referred to in this report 
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6 HYDROLOGY 

6.1 External catchment description 

The Magdalena Colliery is located at the base of a local escarpment. The watershed does 
not run along the escarpment edge. The watershed runs parallel to the escarpment edge, 
approximately 200-300m west of the escarpment edge. Storm water drains generally 
westwards, across the colliery. The clean catchment can be divided into two distinct zones: 

1. The area between the watershed and the escarpment edge is characterised by 
relatively flat terrain. The soils appear thin as sparse grassveld is the predominant 
vegetation, with no shrubs or bushes. The area is boulder strewn.  

2. The steep escarpment is characterised by sparse grassveld vegetation, and a few 
shrubs and small trees. The area is boulder strewn. The terrain flattens out slightly as 
it nears the colliery. This is shown in Figure 3. 

Runoff from this catchment is likely to be high due to the apparent shallow soils, steep 
terrain, and thin vegetation cover. The main external catchments are shown in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: External catchment characteristics 
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Figure 4: External catchments A and B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: External catchment C and D 
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6.2 Internal catchment description 

The internal catchments consist of the dirty areas of the Magdalena Colliery. Currently this 
area is extensive and includes most of the colliery. However the open cast workings at 
Magdalena Colliery will only be operational for one more year, i.e. till approximately August 
2012 (personal communication with Frank Talbot). Large areas that are currently considered 
as dirty catchments should be suitable to be considered as clean catchments if they are 
effectively rehabilitated. Storm water from these areas could therefore be released into the 
environment in accordance with Government Notice 704 of the South African National Water 
Act. These areas are shown in green in Figure 6. The storm water management plan is 
based on the assumption that these areas will be effectively rehabilitated. The storm water 
management infrastructure requirements should be incorporated into the rehabilitation works 
that should follow the decommissioning of the open cast workings. These are discussed in 
more detail in section 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Areas assumed to be rehabilitated post 2012 (shaded in green) 
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The slurry dam, discard dump (with its proposed extension), the coal washing and 
processing facilities, and two adits to the underground workings will remain operational for 
the foreseeable future. These areas can be considered as dirty areas and will require storm 
water management. These catchments are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. These areas 
form three catchments: 

• the slurry dam, discard dump (with its proposed extension)  
• the coal washing and processing facilities, the workshops and administrative 

buildings and the southern adit, its associated pit and its access ramp 
• the northern adit, its associated pit and its access ramp 

All internal catchments generally drain from west to east. The terrain is relatively steep with 
slopes ranging between 5% and 10%. Once the current open cast areas are rehabilitated, 
these will probably also have slopes between 5% and 10%. 

6.3 Catchment delineation 

Catchments were delineated using a combination of the survey data and aerial photography, 
provided by the client. The aerial photography and survey data are of high quality, and are 
sufficient to develop a conceptual storm water management plan.  

The open cast areas are not static. The survey used will be out of date when this storm 
water management infrastructure is constructed. A revised survey will be required to conduct 
the detailed design phase of this infrastructure to confirm the locations of permanent 
features, such as final positions of the pits around the adits. The final footprint of the discard 
dump will also need to be accounted for. 
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Figure 7:Internal catchments (southern catchments) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8:Internal catchments (northern catchments) 
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6.4 Peak Rainfall Determination 

The daily rainfall record between 1959 and 2009 was analysed to produce the annual 
maximum series of the data. The annual maximum series was statistically analysed to 
determine the best fit of various probability distributions. The Log Pearson III distribution 
fitted the annual maximum series well, and is shown in Figure 9. This probability distribution 
was used to calculate the peak 24-hour rainfall depths. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Log Pearson III distribution of the annual maximum series for the SAWS gauge 
0335400 (Dundee Pol) 

 

The peak 24-hour rainfall depths for the site are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Peak 24-hour rainfall depths for the site 

Recurrence interval Peak rainfall depth (mm/24 hrs) 
50 129 
100 140 

6.5 Flood Peak Calculation 

Once the positions of the storm water management infrastructure were selected, the sub-
catchments reporting to this infrastructure were delineated. The sub-catchments are small 
and the rational method is therefore a suitable method of determining the flood peaks. The 
old Department of Water Affair’s calculation sheet was used to determine the runoff 
coefficients. The time-to-concentration of the sub-catchments was calculated using the SCS 
method which is suitable for relatively undeveloped catchments. Adamson’s TR102 
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(Adamson, 1981) was used to convert the 24 hour peak rainfall data to rainfall intensities 
appropriate to the time-to-concentration of the catchment. The results of these calculations 
for all sub-catchments are summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2: Summary of flood peak calculations 

Sub catchment Parameter 50-year 
A (Figure 4) Catchment size 26.7 ha 

Runoff coefficient 0.43 
Time to concentration 0.14 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 5.3 m3/s 

B1 (Figure 4) Catchment size 6.8 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.46 
Time to concentration 0.09 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 1.4 m3/s 

B2 Catchment size 11.2 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.46 
Time to concentration 0.09 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 2.4 m3/s 

C (Figure 5) Catchment size 4.4 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.46 
Time to concentration 0.08 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 0.9 m3/s 

D (Figure 5) Catchment size 32.1 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.46 
Time to concentration 0.15 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 6.8 m3/s 

E Catchment size 7.5 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.47 
Time to concentration 0.09 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 1.6 m3/s 
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F (Figure 8) Catchment size 3.7 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.47 
Time to concentration 0.06 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 0.8 m3/s 

G (Figure 8) Catchment size 8.0 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.47 
Time to concentration 0.12 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 1.7 m3/s 

H (Figure 7) Catchment size 7.2 ha 
Runoff coefficient 0.47 
Time to concentration 0.13 hrs →0.25 hrs used* 
Adamson’s TR102 DHour factor (R1) 0.32 
Peak rainfall intensity 165 mm/hr 
Flood peak 1.6 m3/s 

* Note: A Time to concentration of less than 0.25 hrs becomes impractical to use and is not 
consistent with the use of the Rational Method for flood peak calculations. 

 

7 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE OVERVIEW 

The storm water management infrastructure is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. A general 
arrangement diagram is presented in Appendix A. Channels are shown in blue. Berms are 
shown in yellow. 

The storm water infrastructure is discussed more detail in the following sections that follow. 
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Figure 10: Locations of storm water management infrastructure (Southern Zone) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Locations of storm water management infrastructure (Northern Zone) 
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8 STORM WATER CHANNELS 

8.1 Channel Specifications 

Storm water channels on relatively flat gradients have been designed as unlined channels, 
excavated into the ground. The channels will have a minimum gradient of 0.5%. The material 
excavated from the channel is placed in a berm on the outside of the channel. This serves 
two purposes: 

• the berm will increase the capacity of the channel above its design capacity 
• the berm allows cost effective construction as load and haul volumes are minimised. 

The berm should be compacted and vegetated. A geotechnical investigation of the soils 
should be undertaken to confirm the compaction specifications. 

Storm water channels on steep terrain will be required to be lined to prevent scouring. This is 
due to high velocities in the channels, caused by the steep gradients. Grouted stone pitching 
or similar technology should be used to line the channels on steep terrain. The channel 
sections requiring lining are discussed in Section 8.3. 

The dirty water channels are mostly constructed on relatively flat terrain and generally have 
gradients between 1% and 0.5%. These channels are unlined. No standing water will occur 
in the dirty water channels. This combined with the small channel footprints will result in low 
seepage volumes from the channels. Less than 0.7 m3 of seepage will occur from all the 
dirty channels during a 2 hour storm, assuming a seepage rate of 1x10-7 m/s. 

Channels should be kept free of long grass, shrubs and woody vegetation. 

8.2 Channel Sizing 

All channels were sized to accommodate the flood peaks presented in Table 2. The 
Mannings’ open channel flow equation was used to calculate flow depths in the channels. It 
is good practice to allow a further 0.3 m of freeboard in the channel. This is to allow for wave 
action and flow surges in the channel. A summary of the channel sizes is presented in Table 
3. In order to keep channel depths practical to construct, the freeboard allowance within the 
channel are varied. However where freeboard within the channel is less than 0.3 m the 
berms on the outsides of the channels provide the additional freeboard. A minimum of 0.3 m 
freeboard is therefore available in all channels.  

All channel are trapezoidal channels with 1:1.5 (V:H) side slopes. 
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Table 3: Summary of channel sizes 

Catchment Channel 50-yr flood 
peak (m3/s) 

Longitudinal 
gradient (V:H) 

Bottom 
width (m) 

Flow depth at 
min gradient(m) 

Channel 
depth (m) 

Flow velocity at 
max gradient (m/s) 

Flow type at 
max gradient 

A A1 5.3 1:200 1 1.15 1.5 1.7 Subcritical 
 A2 5.3 1:8 – 1:12 1 0.59 1 5.5 Supercritical 
B B1 1.4 1:200 – 1:12 1 0.61 1 3.3 Supercritical 
 B2 2.4* 1:15 – 1:6 1 0.41 0.75 5.0 Supercritical 
C C 0.9 1:200 – 1:7.5 1 0.49 0.75 3.5 Supercritical 
D D 6.8 1:200 – 1:11 1 1.29 1.5 5.3 Supercritical 
E E 1.6 1:200 – 1:15 1 0.46 0.75 2.6 Supercritical 
F F 0.8 1:200 – 1:15 1 0.65 1 3.2 Supercritical 
G G 1.7 1:200 – 1:100 1 0.71 1 1.7 Subcritical 
H H 1.6 1:200 1 0.65 1 1.25 Subcritical 
* Note: This channel combines the flow from Channels B1 and C 
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8.3 Detailed Channel Descriptions 

8.3.1 Channel A1 and A2 

The A1 channel diverts clean storm water around the existing discard dump and proposed 
extension to the discard dump. The position and size of the discard extension is conceptual 
and the storm water channels have been designed around this conceptual size and position. 
The detailed design of the channels should be based on the final position and size of the 
discard dump extension.  

Channel A1 is an unlined channel, constructed at a gradient of 1:200 (V:H). Channel A2 is 
located and steep terrain and will require erosion protection. An energy dissipation structure 
will be required at the channel outfall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Channel A1 and A2 
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8.3.2 Channel B1 and B2 

Channel B1 has been designed to divert clean storm water around the slurry dam. Channel 
B1 combines with Channel C (discussed in Section 8.3.3) and all storm water is routed to the 
environment via Channel B2. The upstream half of Channel B1 is located on flat topography. 
The lower half is located on steeper topography and erosion protection (lining) will be 
required on the downstream half of the channel.  

Channel B2 is located on steep topography and will need to be lined. The channel will likely 
cross a haul road. Two 900mm x 600mm portal culverts will be required to allow the storm 
water to pass unhindered under the haul road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Channel B1 and B2 
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8.3.3 Channel C 

Channel C diverts clean storm water around the southern side of the coal processing areas. 
Storm water from Channel C is combined with storm water from Channel B1 and routed into 
Channel B2. 

The upstream two thirds of the channel length is located on steep terrain and will require 
lining to prevent erosion protection. The downstream one third of the channel length is 
located on flat terrain and flow velocities are low enough to negate the need for erosion 
protection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Channel C 

 

8.3.4 Channel D 

Channel D has been designed to divert clean storm water around the northern sections of 
the coal processing area as well as the southern adit. The channel crosses a road that runs 
to the west of the coal processing area. Two 900mm x 600mm portal culverts will be 
required to allow the storm water to pass unhindered under the road. 

Most of the channel is constructed on a relatively flat gradient and will not require erosion 
protection. However, once the channel turns east the channel gradient steepens and the 
channel will require erosion protection. An energy dissipation structure will be required at the 
channel outfall. 
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The channel upstream of the road crossing conveys less storm water than the channel 
downstream of the road crossing. Consequently the channel depth can be reduced to 1m. 
The channel depth downstream of the road crossing is 1.5m.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 15: Channel D 
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8.3.5 Channel E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Channel E 

Channel E diverts clean storm water around the northern adit, its associated pit and its 
access ramp. Figure 16 shows approximate locations of the infrastructure. The aerial 
photography that forms the backdrop to Figure 16 is out dated. Mining has progressed into 
these areas, as shown by the grey contours.  

The area around the northern adit, its associated pit and its access ramp should be 
rehabilitated after open cast mining ceases in 2012. This will allow for storm water control to 
be incorporated into the rehabilitation design. A swale can be incorporated to the south of 
the adit. A channel is therefore not required to the south of the adit. A channel will be 
required to the west and north of the adit, as shown in Figure 16. 

The portion of the channel running north is constructed on a relatively flat gradient and will 
not require erosion protection. However, once the channel turns east the channel gradient 
steepens and the channel will require erosion protection. An energy dissipation structure will 
be required at the channel outfall. 
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8.3.6 Channel F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Channel F 

Channel F collects dirty storm water from the coal washing and processing facilities, the 
workshops and administrative buildings and any runoff from the southern adit, its associated 
pit and its access ramp. Channel E terminates into Dam D2. This dam is discussed in more 
detail in section 9.3. 

Channel E is likely to cross a road. Two 900mm x 600mm portal culverts will be required to 
allow the storm water to pass unhindered under the road. 
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8.3.7 Channel G 

Channel G collects dirty storm water from the southern section of the coal washing and 
processing facilities. Channel F terminated into Dam D1. This dam is discussed in more 
detail in section 9.3. 

The channel will have a flat gradient and will not be required to be lined. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Channel G 
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8.3.8 Channel H 

Channel H collects dirty storm water from the discard dump and slurry dam area and routes 
it to the final void. Storm water from the northern section of the slurry dam is not collected. 
These catchment areas will consist of the walls of the slurry dam. These should be 
vegetated and considered clean. The southern section of the slurry dam consists of access 
roads and storm water from these areas should be collected. A nominal channel, 0.3m deep,  
is specified here. Once the channel passes the discard dump, the full channel size, as 
specified in Table 3 should be constructed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Channel H 

9 STORM WATER DAMS 

9.1 Storm Water Dam Locations 

The topography and infrastructure layout results in three distinct storm water systems. 
Existing dams are proposed to be used as storm water dams. These dams will require 
upgrading to suit the specifications required for storm water dams, in compliance with 
Government Notice 704 of the National Water Act. The following existing dams are proposed 
to be used as storm water dams: 
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• Dam D1 
• Dam D2 
• Final void, located to the south of the discard dump 

The storm water dam positions are shown in Figure 20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Locations of storm water dams 

9.2 Storm Water Dam Sizing 

9.2.1 Legal requirements 

The storm water dams were sized to comply with the requirements of Government Notice 
704 of the National Water Act, Act 36 of 1998. The main relevant objectives of this 
Government Notice are to separate clean and dirty water, ensuring that the two do not mix 
with a frequency of more than once in fifty years on average (Sections 6b and 6d of 
Government Notice 704). This means that the dams should not spill more than once in 50 
years on average. 

9.2.2 Modelling methodology 

This 50-year spillage frequency should not be confused with a spillage caused by a 50-year 
storm event. The 50-year spillage frequency is related to how often the storm water dams 
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spill, and may not necessarily be caused by an inflow from a 50-year storm event. If the dam 
is relatively full (due to continuous higher than average rainfall), the inflow from a 5-year 
storm may result in the storm water dams spilling. A continuous daily time step model is 
required to determine a 50-year spillage frequency. Static calculations do not take into 
account accumulated storage and are unsuitable to determine the dam size. 

Storm water dams 

The storm water dams were sized using a mass balance, continuous daily time step Goldsim 
numerical model. The water balance around the water dams is modelled in detail. The 
following hydrological interactions are modelled: 

• Inflows 
o Direct rainfall 
o Storm water generated by upstream catchments 

• Outflows 
o Seepage losses 
o Evaporation losses 
o Spillage losses 
o Return to plant 

Evaporation is calculated using the surface area of the dams at the time of calculation. The 
areas of the dams are defined by the area-storage relationship for the dams and are 
continually adjusted as volumes in the dams change. The area storage relationship of the 
storm water dams were calculated from the dam conceptual designs. Lined dams are 
generally not impervious due to defects and installation damage, and the wetted area is 
used to calculate seepage losses at a rate of 1x10-9 m/s. This is generally accepted as an 
acceptable seepage rate through an HDPE liner.  

Extractions were based on the plant requiring between 600 and 720 m3/day of make-up 
water (GCS, 2011). A portion of this demand was required to control water levels in the 
storm water dams. 

Catchments 

The catchments consist of a three-layer cascading soil moisture budgeting system and SCS-
based moisture budget equations. This accounts for antecedent moisture conditions in the 
upper subsurface layers of the catchments. Runoff, infiltration and evaporation are 
dynamically adjusted to account for antecedent moisture conditions in the catchments.  

The interflow and seepage to deep groundwater is calculated using a non-linear decay 
function that is dependent on the volume of water that infiltrates into the sub-surface layers 
of the catchment. 
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9.2.3 Modelling results 

The simulated time series of storage in Dam D1 and Dam D2 are presented in Figure 21 and 
Figure 22 respectively.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Simulated storage in Dam D1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Simulated storage in Dam D2 

Storage in the final void was not modelled. The large storage capacity, combined with the 
relatively small catchment and significant make-up volume available to be drawn from this 
dam ensure that it has sufficient capacity to meet the requirements of Government Notice 
704 of the National Water Act. The results show that Dam D1 and Dam D2 will require a 
capacity of approximately 13 000 m3 and 6 500 m3 respectively.  

These results are based on make-up volumes being drawn from these dams at 95 m3/day 
and 100 m3/day from Dam D1 and Dam D2 respectively. 
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For Dam D1, a rectangular dam measuring 65m x 85m x 4m deep, with 1:2 side slopes will 
have a volume of approximately 13 400 m3. For Dam D2, a trapezoidal dam, 90m long with 
opposite side lengths measuring 44m and 25m, and 4m deep, with 1:2 side slopes will have 
a volume of approximately 6 400 m3. The dam dimensions allow for a 0.8 m freeboard in the 
storm water dams. 

9.3 Storm Water Dam Components 

9.3.1 Storm water recycling 

Submersible slurry pumps should be used to extract water from the storm water dams. This 
water should be used as the plant’s primary make-up water source. The storm water dams 
D1 and D2 should be operated empty. 

9.3.2 Desilting 

Silt loads are likely to be high. No silt trap has been specified and all silt should report to the 
storm water dams. During the dry season, silt should be hydraulically moved to the concrete 
sump located at the deepest part of the storm water dams. The slurry pumps should be used 
to pump the silt and water (as a slurry) to the slurry dam. Water trucks can be used to 
provide the water and water pressure required to hydraulically move the silt to the sumps at 
the low point in the dams. 

Rails are located in concrete ramps which allow the slurry pump to be raised and lowered as 
required, by means of a hand winch. The winch should be attached to a dedicated steel 
structure constructed at the top of the concrete ramp. The slurry pump should be attached to 
a skid that runs up and down the rails.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Storm water dam components 
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9.3.3 Storm water dam lining 

The storm water dams will have a 2mm High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) liner to limit 
seepage to the underlying groundwater aquifer. The 2mm liner will provide additional 
robustness against the hydraulic cleaning of the storm water dams, compared to a cheaper 
1.5mm HDPE liner.  

The liner should be anchored in an anchor trench that runs around the perimeter of each of 
the storm water dams. 

9.3.4 Emergency spillway 

An emergency spillway has been incorporated into the design. Dam D2 should have an 
emergency spillway that discharges into Dam D1, through a culvert under the road between 
the dams. Dam D1’s emergency spillway should discharge to the east. The emergency 
spillways have sufficient capacity to convey the 100-year storm inflow. The emergency 
spillway on Dam D1 discharges into the environment and should be used less than once in 
50 years on average. This is in compliance with Government Notice 704 of the South African 
National Water Act. 

9.4 Dam D3 

Dam D3 is not required for storm water management purposes. This dam can be upgraded 
for process water storage if required. A berm will need to be constructed upstream of this 
dam to prevent storm water ingress into Dam D3. 

10 FURTHER WORK REQUIRED 

Additional work is required to elevate the study from a conceptual design to a detailed 
design that can be used for construction. The following work is required to achieve this end: 

• A detailed survey of the site will be required to confirm sub catchments and channel 
slopes and routes. This is necessary because the site topography is currently under 
flux. 

• A geotechnical investigation of the channel routes is required to ensure that the 
channels can be constructed with the side slopes that have been specified, as well 
as to determine excavation class and erodability of the soil. 

• A detailed geotechnical investigation will be required to ensure that the storm water 
dam foundations are suitable and that the specified side slopes can be achieved. The 
investigation will also provide details of liner cushions that may be required. 

• Detailed design drawings, a bill of quantities and specification documents should be 
produced for budgeting and tendering purposes. 
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11 CONCLUSIONS 

A 1-page summary of results is presented on page 1 of this document.  

This study is a conceptual design and is not suitable to be used for construction purposes. 
Further work is required to produce drawings to a level of detail required for construction. 

Storm water management on the Magdalena Colliery can be managed in compliance with 
Government Notice 704 of the South African National Water Act. The storm water 
management plan consists of channel and berms to keep external clean storm water from 
entering the dirty sections of the site.  

The storm water management infrastructure requirements should be incorporated into the 
rehabilitation works that should follow the decommissioning of the open cast workings. 

The slurry dam, discard dump (with its proposed extension), the coal washing and 
processing facilities will remain operational for the foreseeable future. A storm water 
diversion channel is required to the west of these facilities. This diversion channel will divert 
storm water around the facilities and discharge the storm water to the east of the facilities. 
Dirty storm water from these areas will be directed to three pollution control dams and 
reused as make-up water in the plant. 

Two adits to the underground workings will remain operational. These are located in two 
sections of the open cast workings. The pits and access ramps that serve the two adits will 
remain in place. Storm water will be directed around these pits. 
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APPENDIX A 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT DIAGRAM
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